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Discover the world through reading, with the  
National Geographic Footprint Reading Library.
Welcome to the sights and sounds of the world with the National 
Geographic Footprint Reading Library, a unique new series of readers  
for learners of English produced by Heinle ELT in partnership with 

National Geographic. This series offers fascinating stories and facts 
from the four corners of our world, and develops the language and 
skills needed to understand non-fiction writing.

The first non-fiction reading series for English language learners to present captivating real-world stories 
in print, audio, and video.

Levels
The National Geographic Reading Library are graded into eight levels, starting at Pre-Intermediate up to Advanced.*

* The final two levels, Headwords 2600 and 3000, will be published in 2009.

Components
A rich selection of engaging non-fiction  
stories, grouped into five themes:

Incredible Animals
Fascinating Places
Amazing Science
Remarkable People
Exciting Activities

All titles are available in:

Reader with Multi-ROM
Reader without Multi-ROM

A Class Library Set is available for Headword levels  
800, 1000, and 1300. See page 24 for details.

Also available for each level:

DVD for each level, containing the  
complete video material for each reader
Audio CD for each level, containing the  
complete audio material for each reader

Each National Geographic Footprint Reader tells an exciting story based on real-world events. Here  
we show how the story of a Beluga whale calf in Arctic Whale Danger! is told for learners of English.

       Group           Headwords Level                CEF Level

1 800 Pre-Intermediate A2

2 1000 Pre-Intermediate A2

3 1300 Intermediate B1

4 1600 Intermediate B1

5 1900 Upper Intermediate B2

6 2200 Upper Intermediate B2
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Bilingual teaching / CLIL
(Content and Language Integrated Learning)

Are you one of the teachers who combine foreign 
language teaching with other subjects, such as 
History, Geography, Biology or Social Sciences? If 
you are, the National Geographic Footprint Readers 
provide a perfect opportunity to integrate English 
and other teaching areas at varying levels of fluency!

3

READ 
The text introduces the theme with an accessible first spread 

that introduces the key vocabulary and sets the story in its geographical  
context. The story is told in simple language (Level 1 contains 800  
headwords), divided into sections and developed with varied exercises  
and organisational aids. These include predicting, scanning, skimming, 
checking facts, interpreting charts, sequencing events, identifying cause 
and effect, inferring meaning, summarising and more. Incredible photos  
taken from the DVD material and National Geographic archive encourage  
students to read on, while annotated illustrations extend students’ 
understanding. At the end of the reader, the After you read feature 
provides a comprehension check. Relevant vocabulary is collated in  
a Vocabulary List. There is a final spread expanding on the topic in  
the format of a newspaper or magazine article, diary, job description, 
reports or – as in Arctic Whale Danger! – interviews.

LISTEN
The audio programme, available packaged with individual 

readers and for each complete level, contains recordings of the full 
text of each reader, including the Expansion Readings.

The Audio CD offers you the choice between British and American 
English. Suggested listening activities, for use with the Audio CDs,  
are included in the Teacher’s Book.

Audio CD

Level ISBN 

1  9781424012855 

2  9781424012862 

3  9781424012879 

4  9781424012886

5+6 will be available shortly

Teacher’s Book
A Teacher’s Book is available for each level offering a step-by-step 
lesson planner for each reader, with concise story summaries and 
teaching notes for each of the Read, Listen, and Watch features.
Photocopiable worksheets provide complete teaching instructions, 
answer keys, a grammar presentation based on story content, and 
additional research and communicative activities.

Teacher’s Book

Level ISBN 

1  9781424012770 

2  9781424012787 

3  9781424012794 

4  9781424012800

5+6 will be available shortly

WATCH 
The video footage for the texts is available in DVD format on 

Multi-ROMs supplied with the titles, or as a compilation of all videos 
for each level respectively. Depending on level, the length of the films 
varies from 3 to 13 minutes. They can be played with or without  
subtitles and in British or American English. The films can be used 
alongside the reading material or on their own, particularly with the 
support of materials in the Teacher’s Manual. 

DVD

Level ISBN

1  9781424012534 

2  9781424012541 

3  9781424012558 

4  9781424012565

5+6 will be available shortly

These images are taken from a film sequence from Arctic Whale Danger!  
Will the beluga calf make it back to the sea?
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Arctic Whale Danger!
In the Arctic Ocean, a baby whale goes too  
close to land.  It cannot get back to the water. 
A group of whales are trapped by moving ice.  
They cannot get back to open water. Will 
the whales find safety before it is too late? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021369 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010424

Happy Elephants
Elephants are social animals. In nature, 
they live happily in family groups. However, 
people sometimes use elephants for work 
or put them in zoos.  What can people 
do to make these elephants healthy and 
happy? How can they stay that way? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021536 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010431

Monkey Party
In parts of Thailand, monkeys are  
important animals. They are allowed to 
do anything they want to do. In the town  
of Lopburi, the people even have a party 
for the monkeys every year! What kind 
of party do the people of Lopburi have? 
Why do they have it?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021635 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010448

A map on the first page shows where 
the story is set.

Footnotes include one-sentence 
definitions for the target vocabulary.

Arctic Whale Danger➤

Predict comprehension activities 
encourage students to consider 
the text and remark on it.

The Future of a Village
Essouira is a beautiful old town by the sea. 
Most local people are fishermen. However, 
the number of fish has gone down. Now, 
there are not as many jobs for the people. 
How will the fisherman make money to live?  
What will happen to the town?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021505 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010462

Life on the Orinoco
The Orinoco River is one of the longest rivers  
in the world. Many lives depend on this river.  
Many people, animals and plants live in or  
near the water. However, things are changing  
on the Orinoco. Why?  What will happen to  
life on the Orinoco? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021574 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010479

The Lost City of Machu Picchu
Machu Picchu is a beautiful old city in 
Peru. It was forgotten for many years, but 
now many people are visiting it. Some 
people think that too many visitors may 
not be good for the city. What will happen 
to Machu Picchu? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021611
Reader
ISBN 9781424010455

The Lost City of Machu Picchu➤

Stunning colour photos and informative 
illustrations bring the text to life. The  
headphones symbol introduces each  
listening activity.

Two Expansion Reading pages aid consolidation  
of newly-learned language; two letters to a 
newspaper are shown here.

800 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate

800 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate
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Columbus and the New World
Christopher Columbus lived in Europe in 
the 1400s. He wanted to find a new way 
to travel from Europe to Asia by sea. So 
Columbus went on a long sea trip, but he 
didn‘t know what he would find. What  
happened to Columbus? What did he find?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021260
Reader
ISBN 9781424010509

Dreamtime Painters
Australia’s Aboriginal culture is one of the 
oldest in the world. Aboriginal people have 
painted pictures of a story called “Dreamtime”  
for years. These paintings are famous and 
very valuable. What is the Dreamtime story?   
Who are the Dreamtime painters? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021482
Reader
ISBN 9781424010493

The Young Riders of Mongolia
Horseback riding is a very important tradition  
in Mongolia. Each year the people there 
have a race to celebrate this tradition. 
However, the race is a little unusual. What 
kind of race is it? Why is it unusual?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021727
Reader
ISBN 9781424010486

Remarkable People

The Giant’s Causeway
Along the coast of Northern Ireland, there  
is an unusual place called  “The Giant’s 
Causeway.” According to a local story, a big 
man, or “giant,” made it. Scientists, however, 
have a different story. How was this unusual 
place made? Was there really a giant? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021512 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010547

Snow Magic!
Snow is very important for Dan Raedeke. 
The success of his business depends on. 
But this year, it‘s too warm for natural snow, 
and Dan needs help. He needs a little snow 
magic! What is Dan‘s business?  How will he 
get snow?  

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021666 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010561

Volcano Trek
Two scientists are traveling through Ethiopia  
to study a very old volcano.  Volcanoes can  
be dangerous, because they have hot, melted  
rock inside. But they also offer important 
information. Will the scientists make it safely  
to the volcano? What will they learn there? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021697 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010554

Amazing Science

Infer Meaning exercises 
help clarify meaning 
through interpretations  
of phrases in the text.

This Expansion Reading introduces  
students to interesting information in  
a scientific context. The map shows  
the active volcanoes of the world.

Volcano Trek➤

Summarise asks students to  
retell the story in their own  
words, using key vocabulary  
from the text.

Columbus and the New World➤

Here, a map is used to introduce new 
vocabulary whilst also testing students’ 
geographical knowledge.

The Sequence of Events  
exercises aid comprehension  
by asking students to order 
the events of the story.

Speed-reading skills are 
developed by the Scan 
for Information features.

800 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate

800 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate
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Farley the Red Panda
At America’s San Diego Zoo, they have 
a new special animal. It‘s a “red panda” 
named “Farley”. Life hasn‘t been easy for 
Farley. He‘s had some big problems. He 
also has some big changes ahead! What 
kind problems did Farley have? What‘s 
going to happen to him?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021499
Reader
ISBN 9781424010585

Gorilla Watching Tours
Long ago, Uganda’s mountain gorilla  
population was getting smaller.  But now, 
the situation is improving. People are 
visiting the area and paying to see gorillas 
in their natural environment. The money 
is helping to keep the gorillas safe. Will it 
save them?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021529
Reader
ISBN 9781424010578

Puffin Rescue!
Puffins are a kind of bird that lives in Iceland.  
Each year baby puffins, or pufflings, leave 
their homes to find the sea. Sometimes  
the pufflings get lost and cannot find their 
way. Groups of people must rescue, or help,  
the pufflings. How do people rescue the 
pufflings?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021659
Reader
ISBN 9781424010721

Incredible Animals

Alaskan Ice Climbing
Many people visit Alaska to see the beautiful  
national parks. One group of visitors wants 
to fly into a national park and go skiing. 
However, the weather turns bad. Will the 
visitors be able to get to the park? What will  
they do there? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021468
Reader
ISBN 9781424010516

Don’t Believe Your Eyes!
Camogli is a small town in Italy. People 
there often paint in a special style called 
“trompe l’oeil”.  These paintings are so good,  
viewers think they‘re real things, but they‘re  
not. They‘re paintings! What things are real in  
Camogli? What things are actually paintings?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021444
Reader
ISBN 9781424010523

The Story of the Hula
Long ago, people in Hawaii performed a 
special dance called the “hula”. Then, for 
more than 60 years, the dance was not 
allowed. Finally, after many years, a new 
king returned the hula to the people. Why 
was the hula not allowed? What is special 
about the hula?   

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021550
Reader
ISBN 9781424010530

Exciting Activities

Alaskan Ice Climbing➤

The What do you think? 
feature gives the class the  
opportunity to discuss 
what they are reading.

This Expansion Reading 
offers advice and warnings 
for budding ice-climbers.

Farley the Red Panda➤

The Summarise features often  
require writing within a specific  
genre; in this case students are 
asked for a journalism piece.

This opening spread 
introduces key vocabulary 
within the context of  
veterinary science and 
zoology.

1000 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate

800 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate
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Dinosaur Search
Dinosaurs are animals that lived long ago.  
Scientists often study dinosaur “bones“ or  
the hard parts inside the body. A team of  
scientists looks for dinosaur parts but they’re  
hard to find. Will the team find bones, or 
something else?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021475 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010707

The Memory Man
Gianni Golfera can remember almost  
everything. Scientists want to study his  
mind because he can remember so much.  
Some think his environment improved  
his memory. Others think that Gianni’s  
memory came from his parents.  Where 
did his great memory come from? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021628
Reader
ISBN 9781424010714

Wild Animal Trackers
In Africa, there is a group of people called 
“Bushmen”. These people know a lot 
about wild animals. However, sometimes 
they can’t tell others about the animals, 
because they don‘t speak the same  
language. How can the Bushmen share 
what they know? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021710 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010691

Amazing Science

A Disappearing World
A team of people is traveling through 
Africa. The team wants to photograph and 
document the wildlife of this beautiful part  
of the world. They want to do it before this 
beauty disappears, or goes away, forever. 
Will they complete their project? Can they 
do it safely?  

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021451 
Reader
ISBN 9781424010608

The Knife Markets of Sanaa
Sanaa is a beautiful old city in the Middle 
East.  In Sanaa, it is a tradition to carry 
beautiful knives, or tools, called “jambiya”.  
An unusual animal called a “rhinoceros” 
is often killed to make these knives.  How 
can people keep their tradition and save 
the rhinoceros?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021567
Reader
ISBN 9781424010622

A Special Kind of 
Neighbourhood
Most cities have local areas called  
“neighbourhoods.”  The Mission  
District is one of San Francisco’s oldest 
neighbourhoods. Many people think it‘s 
very special because it‘s so multi-cultural. 
What makes the Mission District so multi-
cultural? Why does that make it special? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021673
Reader
ISBN 9781424010615

Fascinating Places

A Disappearing World➤

Infer Meaning asks students  
to interpret statements.

Organisational aids such as maps  
and charts teach students to read 
non-fiction more effectively.

Dinosaur Search➤

Informative illustrations help place 
the prehistoric animals in a modern 
context.

1000 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate

1000 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate
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Cheese-Rolling Races
Many towns have special events. However, 
one town in England, has a very unusual 
one. At the start, someone pushes a piece 
of cheese down a hill. Then, the people 
run after the cheese. And after that? Well, 
things get pretty funny! What happens?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021253
Reader
ISBN 9781424010677

Making a Thai Boxing 
Champion
In Thailand, boxing is an important sport.  
Thai boys start training to become boxers 
at a very young age. They all want to win 
and become the best; a real champion. Thai  
boxing offers these boys many opportunities.  
Why is boxing so important? What makes 
a champion? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021680
Reader 
ISBN 9781424010660

Water Sports Adventure
This story is about water sports in the  
Columbia River. Cory Roeseler lives near  
the river and he loves water, sports, and  
going fast! Roeseler also likes to make  
new things. What does Roeseler do with 
these interests? How does he go fast?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021703
Reader
ISBN 9781424010684

Exciting Activities

The Last of the Cheju Divers
Cheju, South Korea, is known for its traditional  
women divers. They have long dived into 
the ocean to look for seafood. It’s dangerous,  
but there were no other jobs available. Now,  
women in Cheju have more choices. What 
jobs can they do? What will happen to the 
Cheju divers?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021246
Reader
ISBN 9781424010653

Peruvian Weavers
In the village of Chinchero, Peru, weaving 
is an important tradition. Weavers use 
animal hair to make beautiful cloth. They 
have always used this cloth to stay warm.  
However, they are now also selling it to 
make money. How will this affect the local 
people and economy?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022472
Reader
ISBN 9781424010646

Taiko Master
“Taiko” is a kind of Japanese drum that 
people hit to make music. Taiko drumming 
is an ancient Japanese art and it’s difficult 
to learn. Now, many people are practising 
taiko drumming in the United States. They 
have a very special teacher. What makes 
him so special?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021734
Reader
ISBN 9781424010639

Remarkable People

The Last of the Cheju Divers➤
Varied and engaging vocabulary  
exercises help maintain interest  
throughout each reader.

The Predict exercises encourage  
students to anticipate what will  
happen next in the story. 

Water Sports Adventure➤

Infer Meaning asks students to  
analyse the text in greater detail.

1000 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate

1000 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate
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The Adventure Capital 
of the World
Queenstown, New Zealand considers itself  
“The Adventure Capital of the World”. 
Why? People go there to jump from high 
places, drive extremely fast boats, and 
walk into the mountains and fly back. Why 
is Queensland such a popular place for 
adventure? What would you do there?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021765
Reader 
ISBN 9781424010752

Butler School
In the past, it was popular for rich people 
in England to have servants, or people 
to help manage their homes. The most 
important servant was the butler. Today, 
there are fewer butlers, but the job is still  
important. What skills make a good butler?  
Where does one learn them? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021802
Reader
ISBN 9781424010769

One Village Makes 
a Difference
People everywhere need water for drinking,  
washing, and other activities. In India there  
is not always enough water for everybody.  
Now, a group of villages is trying a different  
method to get water. Will they get the 
water they need? Can one village make a  
difference?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022045
Reader
ISBN 9781424010776

Fascinating Places

Birds in Paradise
Trinidad and Tobago is famous for its  
beautiful birds. One man has made it his 
life‘s work to study them. He’s trying to 
photograph all of the 460 types of birds  
on the island. But there’s one special bird 
that’s difficult to find. Will he succeed?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021789
Reader 
ISBN 9781424010592

Cambodia Animal Rescue
In some areas of Cambodia, there are few 
people around. Because of this, people go 
there to catch and kill animals illegally for 
food or for sale. If these animals don’t get 
help, there will soon be none left! Who will 
save the animals before it’s too late?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021819
Reader
ISBN 9781424010745

Night Hunt
In an Okavango wetlands area, a young 
serval cat is going out for his first night 
hunt. These cats catch small animals for 
food. However, they must be very careful. 
There are many larger animals that want 
to hunt them! Will the young serval be 
safe and successful?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022014
Reader
ISBN 9781424010738

Incredible Animals

Cambodia Animal Rescue➤

Graphs and diagrams help expand 
the theme of each reader for students 
who are interested to know more.

Students’ own perspectives and 
interpretations are requested.

One Village Makes a Difference➤

Students refer back to the text in 
order to answer these questions.

A timeline provides an accessible 
history of the Hoover Dam.

1300 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

1300 
Words  B1 
Intermediate
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A Real Winner
Dog sledding is a popular sport in parts 
of the United States and Canada. It’s a 
challenge for most competitors. However, 
one racer named Rachael Scdoris faces 
some special challenges. What challenges 
does Rachael face? How does she deal 
with them?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021758
Reader 
ISBN 9781424010790

One Boy’s Journey
The Fulani are a group of people who live 
in Africa. Yoro is a young Fulani Boy. Before 
he can become a man, Yoro must make a 
long and difficult journey. The journey is 
a test for him. What challenges will Yoro 
meet? Will he succeed?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022038
Reader 
ISBN 9781424010806

Living with a Volcano
A volcano is a mountain with a large hole at 
the top. Active volcanoes can be dangerous 
because they can erupt, or produce very 
hot, melted rock. In Sicily, there are several 
towns near a large volcano. Why do people 
live in such a dangerous place? Is it safe?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021994
Reader
ISBN 9781424010783 

Remarkable People

Killer Bees
The native bees of Central America are 
important for farmers, the rain forests, and 
food production. However, a new kind of 
“killer bee” is moving in and taking over the  
rain forests.  What will happen to the native  
bees? Can the killer bees be stopped?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021901
Reader
ISBN 9781424010868

The Missing Snows of 
Kilimanjaro
Mount Kilimanjaro is the highest mountain 
in Africa.  It’s in a hot, tropical area, but it’s 
so high that it’s always covered in ice and 
snow.  Now, this ice and snow is disappearing.  
Why is this happening?  How is it affecting 
the area around the mountain?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021895
Reader
ISBN 9781424010851

Wind Power
In windy places, some people catch the 
wind’s power with special equipment and 
use it to make energy. The schools in one 
area are using wind power to save energy 
and money.  How is this energy made? 
Where is it all used?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022052
Reader
ISBN 9781424010844

Amazing Science

Killer Bees➤

The school’s energy project  
is clearly demonstrated in this 
illustrated spread.

Wind Power➤

Ideas are organised clearly 
on the page using diagrams, 
which students can refer to 
as they present the benefits 
of wind power to the class in 
their own words.

A Real Winner➤

Additional information is 
supported by organisational 
aids; in this case students can 
refer to a table of statistics.

This extreme sport hasn’t been  
dominated by men for a long time –  
the high profile of these sportswomen  
can inspire young female fans.

16

1300 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

1300 
Words  B1 
Intermediate
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Making a Deal
There have been souks, or markets,  
in Middle Eastern and Arab cities for  
hundreds of years. People can buy food, 
clothes, shoes, and much more in them. 
But, there are no prices on the items.  
How are prices decided? What’s the  
best way to get a good price?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021987
Reader
ISBN 9781424010820

Dangerous Dining
The puffer fish is a famous type of fish in 
Japan. If it’s prepared properly, it’s a safe 
and delicious meal. If it’s not, it can kill 
those who eat it. How do chefs prepare the  
fish correctly? What are scientists doing 
to protect people who eat puffer fish?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021833
Reader
ISBN 9781424010837

Flying Pumpkins!
Every year, a group of people in Delaware 
have a pumpkin throwing contest. They use 
machines to throw pumpkins very far. The 
winner is the team that throws a pumpkin  
further than anyone else! How do they 
throw the pumpkins? Who’s going to win?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021864
Reader
ISBN 9781424010813

Making a Deal➤

Predict exercises encourage 
students to think about their  
own situation, and that of 
others in different countries.

19
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Incredible Animals

Cupid the Dolphin
Dolphins are intelligent animals that live 
in the ocean. Every year thousands of 
dolphins swim too close to beaches by 
mistake and get caught. If left outside 
the water, they can die. This happened 
to a dolphin in Texas named Cupid. What 
happened to Cupid? Was he saved?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021840
Reader
ISBN 9781424010882

Blue Cows?
Farmers in India are having a serious  
problem. A local animal is eating their 
food. However, the farmers cannot hurt 
the animal because it has a special name.  
How can a name protect an animal?  
What will the farmers do? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021796
Reader
ISBN 9781424010875

Wild Animal Town
In the town of Kariba, Sudan, people and 
animals live together happily. The town 
was built in a place where wild animals 
live. As long as both humans and animals 
obey certain rules, they can live peacefully.  
What are the rules in Kariba? How dangerous 
is it there?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021888
Reader
ISBN 9781424010899

Cupid the Dolphin➤

After You Read sections 
are found at the back of 
each reader.

1600 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

1300 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

Identify Cause and Effect 
activities develop students’ 
analytical skills.

Intercultural awareness is 
promoted by the What do you 
think? questions, which engage 
the reader in the story.
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The Lost Temples of the Maya
Archaeologists study old cities and 
buildings to learn about cultures and 
people. An archaeologist in Guatemala 
has searched for one city for twenty years. 
He thinks the buildings there may tell 
him about one of the great cultures of 
the world: the Maya.  Will he find the lost 
temples of the Maya?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021581
Reader
ISBN 9781424010905

Mount Fuji
Mount Fuji is a famous mountain in Japan 
that has become a symbol of Japanese 
culture. Thousands of people climb the 
mountain every year. Some do it to take 
pictures and buy gifts. Others climb it for 
other reasons. Why do so many people climb  
Mount Fuji? What kind of experience is it? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022007
Reader
ISBN 9781424010929

The Three Rivers of Zambia
Zambia, Africa, is nowhere near an ocean, 
but it is heavily influenced by water. Three 
great rivers flow through Zambia which 
impact the lives of the people and animals 
near them. How do the rivers impact life 
around them? How can humans protect 
these valuable rivers?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022069
Reader
ISBN 9781424010912

Orangutan Language 
Orangutans are animals that are similar to 
humans in many ways. One similarity is their 
ability to communicate through language.  
This ability is being studied in a programme  
at a zoo in Washington, D.C. What is the 
purpose of this programme? How does it 
work?  

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021918
Reader
ISBN 9781424010998

Solar Cooking 
Two people from the United States have 
developed an efficient and healthy way to 
cook using the sun. Solar cooking good for  
the environment and is also extremely helpful  
to people in certain countries.  Why is solar  
cooking important to some countries?  
How can solar cooking help save lives? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021925
Reader
ISBN 9781424011001

Saving the Pandas!
Giant Pandas are considered the national 
treasure of China. Unfortunately, these 
animals are becoming extinct. The people 
of China are working hard to save pandas 
from disappearing. Why are they becoming 
extinct? What are the Chinese people doing 
to save them?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021932
Reader
ISBN 9781424011018

The Lost Temples of the Maya➤ Orangutan Language➤

The partnership between Heinle ELT 
and National Geographic has produced 
memorable images in all the readers.

Fascinating Places Amazing Science
1600 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

1600 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

The extended reading activities 
expand on the theme of the 
reader, offering potential 
avenues for follow up work.

This timeline shows the his-
tory of the Maya civilisation.

The readers are inspired by the remarkable 
experiences of real people. In this case, it is 
the prominent archaeologist Richard Hansen.



Also available in American English Also available in American English

800 
Words  A2 
Pre-Intermediate
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The Olympians
The Olympic Games originated in ancient 
Greece where men from all over competed  
in sporting events. Over the centuries, the  
Olympic Games have developed and today  
top players from around the world compete  
to try and achieve their dream of winning 
an Olympic gold medal. 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022021
Reader
ISBN 9781424010943

One Woman’s Choice
Flora grew up in a large city in Tanzania. 
Then she married and moved to a small 
village where she and her husband hunt 
and farm to live. She dreams of going back 
to the city but doesn’t want to leave her 
family. Will Flora stay in the village? Will 
she move back to the city?  

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021857
Reader 
ISBN 9781424010936

Zoo Dentists
Two dentists in California treat some very 
special patients. Their patients are animals!  
Animals can develop dental problems just 
like humans. These dentists help them, but  
sometimes it can be dangerous.  Have they  
ever been hurt by an animal? How do they  
treat dangerous animals?   

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424022083
Reader
ISBN 9781424010950

The Art of Making Silk
There is a silk factory in Florence, Italy, where  
workers use ancient machines to create 
beautiful silk cloth. Other factories have 
modernized and use newer machines but 
the workers here continue to weave silk 
from machines that are centuries old. How 
is this silk made? What makes it special? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021772
Reader
ISBN 9781424010974

Gliding across the Gobi
Two National Geographic explorers take 
an exciting and difficult trip to the Gobi 
Desert. When they finally get there, one 
explorer wants to take pictures of the 
desert in an interesting way. Why is it so 
difficult to cross the desert? How does  
the explorer take pictures of the Gobi? 

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021871
Reader 
ISBN 9781424010967

Capoeira: The Fighting Dance
Capoeira is a Brazilian art that involves 
dancing and fighting. Capoeira was 
invented in the 1800s and it has become 
a popular activity today. Capoeira is now 
being used to help street children in Brazil 
to stay away from trouble. How does it 
help these children? What do they learn 
from Capoeira?

Reader + Multi-ROM
ISBN 9781424021826
Reader
ISBN 9781424010981

This Skim for Gist activity asks students 
to skim read the entire text in order to 
answer the questions.

The Olympians➤ The Art of Making Silk➤

Footnotes provide convenient 
explanations of key vocabulary.

Remarkable People Exciting Activities
1600 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

1600 
Words  B1 
Intermediate

The extended reading spread in 
The Olympians brings the story 
up to date with famous athletes 
from recent times.

Helpful illustrations facilitate the 
learning of technical vocabulary 
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Class Library Sets Collins COBUILD dictionaries
The ideal reference tool for students using the 
National Geographic Footprint Readers

TIP
Why not post a Library Loan Chart on the wall of your 
classroom which allows students to take whichever 
book that interests them and keeps a record of each 
title’s loan history. They could then grade the book 
according to how much they enjoyed reading it and 
perhaps offer a short review.

You could use the following rubric as a start:
Name – Title – Date borrowed – Date returned –  
Comment – Mark. 

Help students get more from their reading with Collins COBUILD dictionaries:

DefinitionsPLUS makes understanding new vocabulary easy with full sentence  
definitions written in natural Englis h, and using the most frequent collocations  
and grammatical patterns

Vocabulary Builders widen students’ understanding of  themes such as global  
warming, geography, the natural environment, archaeology, and astronomy.

myCOBUILD.com

Available with the Advanced dictionary, the myCOBUILD.com 

website allows students to build a personalised online dictionary 

of the vocabulary they encounter as they read through the 

National Geographic Footprint series.

My Word Bank and My Dictionary features give students 

unparalleled scope to build word banks based on the  

National Geographic themes they encounter.

Bring the world to your students’ fingertips with the class library set  
of National Geographic Footprint Readers. This fantastic collection 
is ideal for a range of classroom scenarios, including:

As a resource for project work
In free or unstructured study
In partner and group work
As the basis for speaking practice
To encourage autonomous reading
As a loan for special homework exercises

Each complete level offers sufficient variety of content and theme 
to appeal to the most diverse interests within each class. It can be 
used as a supplementary resource or as the basis for your lessons, 
and allows teachers the opportunity to develop student autonomy 
within the class.

The Class Library Set consists of:

30 readers (two copies of each reader in the level)
1 DVD containing the video material from all readers  
in the level
1 CD containing the audio material from all readers  
in the level
1 Teacher’s Manual
1 ExamView CD-ROM that allows you to create tests 
in seconds

The Class Library Sets:

Level ISBN 

1: 800 Headwords 9781424033683 

2: 1000 Headwords 9781424028122 

3: 1300 Headwords 9781408007730 

4-6 will be available shortly

Collins COBUILD  
Intermediate Dictionary with CD-ROM 9781424016754

Collins COBUILD  
Advanced Dictionary with CD-ROM 
+ myCOBUILD.com access 9781424027514 

Collins COBUILD  
Advanced Dictionary without CD-ROM 
+ myCOBUILD.com access 9781424008254

Word Webs present related 
vocabulary within a context

Word Links exponentially  
increase language awareness
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Pages from the COBUILD  
Advanced Dictionary:

Picture Dictionary boxes 
illustrate vocabulary and 
concepts
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Heinle ELT, in partnership with SGEL.
Regional Spanish offices:

Barcelona 
Tel. 93 261 69 86 
Fax: 93 261 69 92 
libros.barcelona@sgel.es

Bilbao  
Tel. 94 447 51 52 
Fax: 94 476 24 17 
libros.bilbao@sgel.es

A Coruña  
Tel. 981 79 54 06 
Fax: 981 79 51 19 
libros.lacoruna@sgel.es
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Write a review of your favourite  
National Geographic Footprint Reader!
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Madrid  
Tel. 902 194 752 
Fax: 949 277 266 
pedidos.libros@sgel.es
libros.madrid@sgel.es

Oviedo  
Tel. 98 526 68 76 
Fax: 98 526 40 01 
libros.asturias@sgel.es

Sevilla  
Tel. 95 443 70 82 
Fax: 95 443 09 08 
libros.sevilla@sgel.es

Valencia  
Tel. 96 122 19 44/45 
Fax: 96 122 19 43 
libros.valencia@sgel.es

Turkey

Kardes Kitap Ltd. Sti
Ayazma Deresi Caddesi,
Aliye Meric Konak 7 K. 5 D. 22
Gayrettepe, Istanbul
Turkey
Tel: +90 212 272 8510
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Tel: +44 (0)20 7067 2545
Fax +44 (0)20 7067 2541
Email: laura.austin@cengage.com 

We will be giving away 5 prizes every month until June 2009 as part  
of our National Geographic Footprint Reading Library competition. 
Here’s how you can win:

Ask your students to choose their favourite National Geographic 
Footprint Reader and write a 50 word review. Why did they 
enjoy reading it? What have they learned? Why is the subject 
important to them?

Ask your students to send their review to us at 
ng.competition@cengage.com

The best 5 reviews will be awarded a fantastic prize on the 5th 
day of each month until June 2009 

In June 2009 the best review from all the winning entries will 
be selected to receive an amazing digital camera

All winning reviews will be featured on our website

Prizes include DVDs bags, books, and dictionaries.  A review can only 
be entered once. Winners from previous months will not be eligible  
for further prizes, with the exception of the grand prize in June 2009. 

These pictures are representations and not  
the actual prizes that winners will receive.




